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Industry missteps and State policies have 
impacted investing

ESG in the crosshairs

Sources:
1. See, Office of the Investor Advocate, Report on Activities Fiscal Year 2020, SEC (2020).
2. See, Press Release, Texas Comptroller Glenn Hegar Announces List of Financial Companies that Boycott Energy Companies, Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (8/24/22).
3. See, https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22276734-blackrock-response-09062022?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosprorata&stream=top.
4. See, Press Release, Governor Ron DeSantis Eliminates ESG Considerations from State Pension Investments, State of Florida, Office of Ron DeSantis (8/23/22)

– Industry “greenwashing,” which is the process of conveying a false 
impression or misleading information about how a company's 
products are more environmentally sound, hurts ESG and should 
be discouraged.1

– States get involved.

– Texas Comptroller Glenn Hegar declared that ten energy 
companies, including BlackRock and Schroders, and 350 
investment funds “boycott” fossil fuel companies in the state, 
and he will require the state government funds to divest from 
those portfolios.2

– BlackRock disputed the "boycott" accusations and announced 
that: "We believe investors and companies that take a forward-
looking position with respect to climate risk and its implications 
for the energy transition will generate better long-term financial 
outcomes.“3

– Florida passed a resolution barring state pension funds from 
including ESG criteria in their investment strategies, which will 
impact almost $300 billion of state funds.4

Globally, ESG interest remains high 

– 58% of U.S. investors, including 65% of U.S. millennials, believe investing 
sustainably is the only way to ensure profitability for the long term.

– 52% of global investors are drawn to ESG investing because of the category’s 
wider environmental impact.

– Globally, 68% of self-identified expert investors agreed that sustainable 
investing is the only way to ensure long-term profitability, compared to 52% of 
intermediate-level investors and 43% of beginner investors.

Source: Global Investor Study, Schroeder’s (2022).

ESG interest in retirement plans continues to grow:

c

– Almost 9 out of 10 (87%) surveyed participants want their investments to be 
aligned with their values.

– When aware of ESG options, 9 out of 10 invested in those options, and 73% 
estimate they allocate 50% or more of their assets to such choices. 

– 74% said they would or might contribute more when given ESG options.
Source: ESG Report, 2022 US Retirement Survey, Schroders (2022).

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22276734-blackrock-response-09062022?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosprorata&stream=top
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In January the Supreme Court ruled in Hughes v. Northwestern University that cases on violation of the duty of prudence should not be 
dismissed if the plaintiffs have plausibly alleged a violation.1

We are starting to see how courts are interpreting Hughes

Decisions – courts work through SCOTUS’s Hughes dismissal standard

Sources:
1. See, Hughes v. Northwestern University et al., U.S., case number 19-1401 (January 24, 2022).
2. See, Yosaun Smith v. CommonSpirit Health, et al., 6th Cir, No. 21-5964 (2022).

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a lower court decision that offering actively managed funds with disappointing performance by itself doesn’t 
support an excessive fee allegation.2

– Plaintiff alleged that CommonSpirit Health offered actively managed investment options rather than lower cost, better performing index options.
– The lower court dismissed the allegations as insufficient to state a claim.
– Specifically, the lower court found that “actively managed funds and passively managed index funds are not ideal comparators: they have different aims, 

different risks, and different potential rewards that cater to different investors.”
– The judge reasoned that “offering funds with different management approaches and varying levels of risk is one way to diversify the portfolio … [and 

that prohibiting] plan managers from offering investment options a plaintiff views as inferior, … is not the law under ERISA.”

In affirming, the Sixth Circuit noted that actively managed funds “represent a common fixture of retirement plans and there is nothing wrong with permitting 
employees to choose them.” Also, higher fees are just one item of many to be considered when deciding on a claim of fiduciary breach.

The high recordkeeping fee claim failed because the mere pleading of high fees failed to move the claim “from possibility to plausibility” without further pleading “that 
the services that CommonSpirit’s fees cover are equivalent to those provided by the plans comprising the average in the industry publication that she cites.” 

First post-Hughes decision

Key finding
The Circuit Court found it compelling that the plan offered a diverse lineup of investment options.
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Decisions – courts work through SCOTUS’s Hughes dismissal standard (cont‘d)

Sources:
1. See, Forman v. TriHealth, Inc., 6th Cir., No. 21-3977 (7/13/22).

The Sixth Circuit again affirmed the rejection of most, but not all, of plaintiffs’ excessive fee claims.1

– Plaintiffs claimed that the only explanation for high fees was imprudence, but the lower court found that the allegations failed to make a “plausible 
inference” that a fiduciary breach had occurred.

– The appeals court noted that “at issue in this case … are the various ways in which the duty of prudence applies to the investment options that a 
company offers to its employees for their 401(k) and other defined contribution plans.”

The Sixth Circuit concluded that its recent CommonSpirit decision “largely resolves several of the plaintiffs’ claims: that their employer TriHealth should 
not have offered its employees the option of investing their retirement money in actively managed funds, that the performance of several funds was 
deficient at certain points, and that the overall fees charged for the investment options were too high.”

– But this case contained one cause of action not covered by CommonSpirit – that “even if a prudent investor might make available a wide range of 
valid investment decisions in a given year, only an imprudent financier would offer a more expensive share when he could offer a functionally 
identical share for less.”

– The court found those allegations to be “plausible” enough to move past the pleadings stage and reversed the lower court’s dismissal on that single 
claim.

This decision is consistent with the CommonSpirit decision because, as noted, multiple factors can go
into a prudence decision, and offering an identical fund that is more expensive than another option

without supporting rationale can create a “plausible” inference of a breach.

Sixth Circuit – Take 2
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Decisions – courts work through SCOTUS’s Hughes dismissal standard (cont‘d)

Sources:
1. See, Baumeister v. Exelon Corp., N.D. Ill., No. 1:21-cv-06505 (9/22/22).

As is common in ERISA cases, plaintiffs filed an excessive fee complaint against the Exelon plan fiduciaries, who moved to dismiss.1

The district judge relied on recent opinions to find a new, higher burden of proof in excessive fee suits that he determined the plaintiffs did not meet.

– The judge opined that ERISA breach of fiduciary duty cases require a context-specific inquiry when considering dismissal.

– He concluded that the Supreme Court’s decision in Hughes v. Northwestern University refined the inquiry and that the Seventh Circuit had 
“interpreted Hughes narrowly in its recent decision in Albert v. Oshkosh, … [and] since the claims presented in Albert closely parallel those 
asserted here, Albert squarely governs the requisite context-specific inquiry.”

– In support of his conclusion, the judge noted that the plaintiffs in Oshkosh alleged three counts of breach of fiduciary duty, which they 
supported with comparisons between Oshkosh’s plan-related costs and fees and the costs and fees of other purportedly comparable 401(k) 
plans without providing any context for the comparison.

– He then noted that plaintiffs in this case made “three substantially similar theories” and like Oshkosh “fail to allege facts to plausibly state a 
claim for breach based upon the selected comparator data.”

– Regarding the claim that the investment committee failed to conduct periodic requests for proposal and to renegotiate, the court found that “the 
allegation that the plan fiduciaries were required to solicit competitive bids on a regular basis has no legal foundation.”

The judge did give the plaintiffs the opportunity to replead to meet the higher standard, which will require them to demonstrate an 
understanding of the services rendered for comparable fees when determining if fees are reasonable.

Higher standards are better standards
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Decisions – sound investment process rules the day

Sources:
1. See, Falberg v. Goldman Sachs Grp., Inc., S.D.N.Y., No. 1:19-cv-09910 (9/14/22).

Plaintiffs alleged that the fees on the proprietary funds in the $7.5 billion, 35,000 participant Goldman Sachs 401(k) plan were excessive.1

– Specifically, it was alleged that defendants “…retained these proprietary funds despite persistent underperformance and steep asset 
declines, adversely affecting participant balances while allowing Goldman Sachs to continue to draw fees.”

– While defendants did, in fact, remove the funds from the plan in 2017, the plaintiffs allege that they did so “only reluctantly and belatedly” 
and that an “objective fiduciary” would have done so much sooner.

In dismissing the case, the district court judge noted that there was plenty of evidence that the Goldman Sachs committee, made up of 
sophisticated financial professionals, received training, met regularly, and discussed issues related to various investments, including the 
prudence/risk of continuing to include proprietary funds in the lineup.

– Importantly, the same standards were applied to selecting the proprietary funds as the other investment options and there was no
evidence of favoritism. 

– The judge dismissed plaintiffs’ argument that the lack of a formal investment policy statement (IPS) was evidence of a breach, noting that 
“it is undisputed that an IPS is not required under ERISA.”

PRACTICE POINTER: Despite the Judge’s conclusion regarding the IPS it is generally considered good fiduciary 
practice to maintain and follow a well-written IPS

IPS not necessary
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Settlements – courts and the DOL push settlements

Sources:
1. See, Loomis v. Nextep, Inc., W.D. Okla., No. 5:21-cv-00199 (7/8/22).
2. See Soulek v. Costco Wholesale Corporation et al., E.D. WI, No. 1:20-cv-00937 (2022).

Parties take the next step – Plaintiffs and Nextep, Inc., a professional employer organization (PEO), have settled a fiduciary breach claim alleging that 
the fiduciaries of the $283 million, 5,000 participant plan:

– failed to objectively and adequately review the plan’s investment portfolio;

– maintained certain funds in the plan despite the availability of identical or similar investment options with lower costs and/or better performance 
histories; and

– failed to control the plan’s administrative and recordkeeping costs.1

The parties agreed to a $1,100,000 settlement

Fair split? – Plaintiffs sued the $15 billion Costco 401(k) plan alleging that defendants breached their duty by:

1) authorizing the plan to pay unreasonably high fees for recordkeeping; 

2) failing to objectively and adequately review the plan’s investment portfolio with due care to ensure that each investment option was prudent, in 
terms of cost; and 

3) maintaining certain funds in the plan despite the availability of identical or similar investment options with lower costs and/or better performance 
histories.”2

The parties agreed to a $5.1 million settlement - 200,000 current participants will split $3.2 million, 
former participants will split $400,000, and the attorneys representing them get … $1.5 million

Court settlements
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Settlements – courts and the DOL push settlements

Sources:
1. See, Allison v. L Brands, Inc., S.D. OH E.D., 2:20-cv-06018 (08/11/22).
2. See, News Release, US Department of Labor Recovers $131.8m for Wells Fargo 401(K) Participants After Investigation Finds Plan Overpaid for Company Stock, DOL, EBSA (9/12/22).

Settlement secrets – L Brands, the former parent company of Victoria’s Secret, has settled an excessive fee case for $2.75 million.1

– Plaintiffs alleged that L Brands allowed excessive fees for recordkeeping and investments and failed to monitor the average expense ratios 
charged to similarly sized plans.

– During the litigation, L Brands lost two motions to dismiss, so the case was destined for trial.

The settlement does not require L Brands to admit wrongdoing, but it does insulate the company from future
lawsuits for excessive fees paid during the class period

DOL settlement

Big bill for Wells Fargo – The Department of Labor forced a settlement with Wells Fargo to return more than $131.8 million to its 
retirement plan participants and pay a penalty of nearly $13.2 million.1

– A DOL “investigation found those responsible for Wells Fargo’s 401(k) plan paid more than fair market value for employer stock 
and, by doing so, betrayed the trust of the plan’s current and future retirees.”

– Specifically, the DOL determined that Wells Fargo and GreatBanc Trust Company caused the 401(k) plan to pay between $1,033 
and $1,090 per share for Wells Fargo preferred stock that converted to a set value of $1,000 when allocated to participants.

Court settlements (cont’d)
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New cases – new standards and preemptive claims

Sources:
1. See, Fleming v. Kellogg Co. et al., W.D. MI, No. 1:22-cv-00593 (2022).

A former Kellogg’s employee claimed that the fiduciaries of the Kellogg retirement plan allowed the plan to pay “excessive 
recordkeeping fees” and failed to “timely remove their high-cost recordkeepers.”1

– The suit notes that the $1.9 billion, 12,244 participant plan “had substantial bargaining power regarding plan fees and expenses. 
Defendants, however, did not regularly monitor [recordkeepers] to ensure that they remained the prudent and objectively 
reasonable choices.”

– The crux of plaintiff’s fee claim revolves around the inclusion of high-priced managed accounts in the plan.

– Plaintiff argues that the same diversification could be achieved with target date funds, so the managed accounts brought “little to no 
material customization [and] … no material value … to the fees paid.”

– Dismissal preemption – in an attempt to avoid dismissal for not making “plausible” allegations, plaintiff claim that “there is no 
requirement to allege the actual inappropriate fiduciary actions taken because a breach of fiduciary duty claim under ERISA can 
survive a motion to dismiss without well-pleaded factual allegations relating directly to the methods employed by the ERISA 
fiduciary if the complaint alleges facts that, if proved, would show that an adequate investigation would have revealed to a 
reasonable fiduciary that the investment at issue was improvident.”

We will see if the court accepts those claims as sufficient
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New cases – new standards and preemptive claims (cont’d)

Sources:
1. See, Gosse v. Dover Corp., N.D. Ill., No. 1:22-cv-04254 (8/11/22).

Plaintiffs allege that the $1.5 billion, 18,331 participant Dover Corporation Retirement Savings Plan paid excessive but worthless fees 
for recordkeeping and managed account services.1

– As with many new cases after the Supreme Court’s decision in Hughes v. Northwestern University, plaintiffs make allegations to 
address objections that might get the case dismissed:

– “These objectively unreasonable recordkeeping and managed account fees cannot be contextually justified and do not fall within the range 
of reasonable judgments a fiduciary may make based on her experience and expertise.”

– “There is no requirement to allege the actual inappropriate fiduciary actions taken because an ERISA plaintiff alleging breach of 
fiduciary duty does not need to plead details to which he has no access, as long as the facts alleged tell a plausible story.”

– “The unreasonable recordkeeping and managed account fees paid inferentially tell the plausible story that defendants breached
their fiduciary duty of prudence under ERISA.” 

– “There is nothing … that suggests that the annual administrative fee charged to Dover Plan participants included any services
that were unusual or above and beyond the standard recordkeeping and administrative services provided by all national 
recordkeepers to mega plans.”

We will have to wait and see whether the preemptive allegations are sufficient to prevent dismissal
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New cases – new standards and preemptive claims (cont’d)

Sources:
1. See, Keller v. N. Mem’l Health Care, D. Minn., No. 0:22-cv-01794 (7/15/22).

Bad Medicine – Plaintiffs allege that the $465 million, 5,800 participant Minnesota hospital system plan breached its fiduciary duty by:

1) failing to objectively and adequately review the plan’s investment portfolio with due care to ensure that each investment option was prudent, in terms 
of cost;

2) maintaining certain funds in the plan despite the availability of identical or similar investment options with lower costs and/or better performance 
histories; and

3) failing to control the plan’s recordkeeping costs.”1

– As with similar complaints, plaintiffs admit that they “did not have and do[es] not have actual knowledge of the specifics of defendants’ decision-making 
process with respect to the plan, including defendants’ processes (and execution of such) for selecting, monitoring, and removing plan investments.”

– Rather, they claim to have made “reasonable inferences” regarding those factors, including that: 

– “Defendants knew or should have known of the existence of identical less expensive share classes … [and that] the plan did not receive any 
additional services or benefits based on its use of more expensive share classes.”

– Transamerica was the recordkeeper and that “the SEC has, on several occasions, imposed remedial sanctions and cease-and-desist orders on 
Transamerica for its conduct that violated federal law” so it can be implied it acted badly in this case.

– The “performance of the [active] funds fell well short of acceptable industry standards.”

Defendants will file a motion to dismiss so we’ll have to wait to see whether the court allows 
the case to proceed based on general allegations
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New cases – new standards and preemptive claims (cont’d)

Sources:
1. See, Glick v. ThedaCare, Inc., E.D. Wis., No. 1:20-cv-01236 (9/21/22).

Plaintiff alleged that ThedaCare, Inc. violated the duty of prudence because the 403(b) Savings Plan:

– had “excessive” recordkeeping fees;

– included share classes that did not result in the lowest “Net Investment Expense;”

– maintained actively managed investment and stable value investment options that charged excessive fees compared to available 
alternatives; and

– offered “Managed Account Services”  that were too expensive.1

– Defendant moved to dismiss the claims, but the dismissal was denied in part based on the Supreme Court’s decision in Hughes v. 
Northwestern University.

– But within days of that decision, the Seventh Circuit issued its decision in Oshkosh, so the defendants moved for a reconsideration of 
their motion to dismiss claiming that Oshkosh is “a precedential opinion that affirmed this Court’s 12(b)(6) dismissal with prejudice of 
virtually identical ERISA fiduciary-breach claims in a lawsuit filed in this Court by the same counsel representing [plaintiff].”

– Specifically, defendants argue that Oshkosh “clarified Hughes’ limited reach” and that “while Hughes rejected … the assumption that the 
availability of a mix of high-cost and low-cost investment options in a plan insulated fiduciaries from liability … it did not create a radically 
different approach to evaluating the plausibility of fiduciary-breach claims under ERISA.”

We will have to see whether the court agrees that the bulk of Seventh Circuit precedent survives
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New cases – BlackRock on the rocks

Sources:
1. See, Brachalente v. CISCO Systems, Inc., N.D. CA, No. 5:22-cv-04417-VKD (07/29/22); Motz v. Citigroup, Inc., CT, No. 3:22-cv-00965-RNC (07/29/22); Luckett v. Wintrust Financial Group, N.D. IL, No. 1:22-cv-03968 (07/29/22); Kistler v. Stanley 

Blac & Decker, Inc., CT, No. 3:22-cv-00966-KAD (07/29/22); Trauernicht v. Genworth Financial, E.D. VA, 3:22-cv-00532-REP (08/01/22); Hall v. Capital One Financial Corp., E.D. VA, 1:22-cv-00857 (08/01/22); Beldock v. Microsoft Corporation,
W.D. WA, No. 2:22-cv-01082 (08/02/22); Antoine v. Marsh & McLennan Cos., Inc., S.D.N.Y., No. 1:22-cv-06637 (8/4/22); Anderson v. Advance Publ’ns, Inc., S.D.N.Y., No. 1:22-cv-06826 (8/10/22); Abel v. CMFG Life Ins. Co., W.D. Wis., No. 3:22-cv-
00449 (8/19/22).

2. See, Tullgren v. Booz Allen Hamilton, E.D. VA, No. 1:22-cv-00856-MSN-IDD (08/01/22).

BlackRock TDFs under the microscope – To claim that BlackRock’s target date funds (TDFs) are under fire is an understatement.
– This summer saw at least 11 lawsuits filed regarding their inclusion in retirement plans.
– While each case has slight nuances, they all involve the same basic claims regarding the BlackRock LifePath Index Funds, a suite of ten TDFs (BlackRock is not a named defendant in any).1

– We will analyze one – the case against Booz Allen Hamilton.

Booz Allen Hamilton – As with the related lawsuits, the defendant’s plan is a “mega” plan, with more than $6 billion, and plaintiffs allege that:2

– “The BlackRock TDFs are significantly worse performing than many of the mutual fund alternatives offered by TDF providers and, throughout the class period, could 
not have supported an expectation by prudent fiduciaries that their retention in the plan was justifiable.”

– “Defendants were responsible for crafting the plan lineup and. could have chosen from a wide range of prudent alternative target-date families offered by 
competing TDF providers, which are readily available in the marketplace, but elected to retain the BlackRock TDFs instead, an imprudent decision that has deprived 
plan participants of significant growth in their retirement assets.”

– “Any objective evaluation of the BlackRock TDFs would have resulted in the selection of a more consistent, better performing, and more appropriate TDF suite.”

– “As is currently in vogue, defendants appear to have chased the low fees charged by the BlackRock TDFs without any consideration of their ability to generate 
return. Had defendants carried out their responsibilities in a single-minded manner with an eye focused solely on the interests of the participants, they would 
have come to this conclusion and acted upon it.”

Will these pleadings be seen as plausible?

– This line of argument is interesting and differs from most claims against large plans that plan sponsors should have simply offered the lower fee funds.

– Plaintiffs suggest that more than fees need to be considered, that BlackRock’s performance has lagged that of other options, and that this should have triggered an 
investigation and possible fund change.

– Specifically, plaintiffs attempt to show that the BlackRock funds significantly underperformed four of the five comparative target-date funds (Vanguard, T. Rowe Price, 
American Funds, Fidelity) that are the largest by market share.
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SECURE Act 2.0 advances in Senate 

Sources:
1. See H.R.2954, Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2022, 117th Congress, Referred in Senate (03/30/2022).
2. See, https://www.finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/EARN%20Act.pdf.

House
– The Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2022, a/k/a SECURE Act 2.0, was passed by the House in March.1

Senate
– In June, the Senate Finance Committee approved its version, the EARN Act, the provisions of which we highlighted in our last quarterly piece.

– The legislation has now moved to the floor of the Senate with one notable change from the Finance Committee’s draft language: an income 
floor has been placed on the revenue-raising provision concerning catch-up contributions being treated as Roth contributions.2

– Under the original proposal, a participant making a catch-up contribution to a 401(a) qualified plan, 403(b) plan, or 457(b) plan would be 
required to designate the contribution as a Roth contribution.

– The updated language now specifies that employees with wages below $100,000 can make catch-up contributions on a pre-tax or after-tax 
Roth basis beginning in taxable years after 2023. 

Likely outcome
– We  now await floor action by the Senate.

– Once consolidated, SECURE 2.0 is expected to pass both Houses with bipartisan support but likely after the midterm elections.
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A trio of Republican senators has introduced “The Retirement Savings Modernization Act” to amend ERISA and “to bolster Americans’ 
retirement savings by allowing workers to diversify assets included in defined contribution plans, such as 401(k) plans.”1

Retirement Savings Modernization Act

What’s in it?
The bill will make it easier for fiduciaries to include alternative assets such as private equity and cryptocurrencies in retirement plans, by:

1) clarifying that plan fiduciaries may select investment options that include a range of asset classes, including private equity
2) protecting ERISA’s fiduciary standard, since fiduciaries must still select investments through a prudent process
3) promoting the prudent diversification of retirement savings plans, by providing “fiduciaries with the tools to better ensure diversification.”

Covered investments
– The bill will add the term "covered investment" to ERISA 404(a).
– A fiduciary will not be in breach solely for recommending, selecting, or monitoring a covered investment, which is any direct or indirect 

investment including, but not limited to: Commodities; Debt, including public and private credit; Digital assets; Hedge funds; 
Infrastructure; Insured products and annuities; Private equity; Real assets; Real estate or real estate-related securities; Securities that are 
listed on a national securities exchange; Venture capital; or an investment in any fund, commingled account, or pooled investment vehicle 
that invests in any investment, including but not limited to the aforementioned.

Likely outcome
– While the bill will have support from alternative asset industry groups, it is likely to face stiff opposition from fiduciary advocates.
– Since the bill was introduced without Democratic support, it is unlikely that it will be taken up by a Democrat-led Senate.

Sources:
1. https://www.banking.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/retirement_savings_modernization_act1.pdf#:~:text=The%20proposed%20Retirement%20Savings%20Modernization%20Act%20gives%20401%28k%29,and%20improve%20financial%

20returns%20for%20private%20sector%20workers.
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EBSA amends audit guidelines

Sources:
1. See EBSA, Interpretive Bulletin Relating to the Independence of Employee Benefit Plan Accountant, DOL, 29 CFR Part 2509, Interpretive Bulletin 2022-01 (9/2/22).

The DOL has issued new guidance for retirement plan fiduciaries mandating auditor independence for ERISA plans auditing annual (Form 
5500) reports.

Background

– Plan administrators are required to retain an “independent qualified public accountant” to conduct an annual examination of the plan’s financial statements.

– The new bulletin revises and restates guidance first issued in 1975 and makes it easier for companies to higher qualified auditors by continuing “to foster proper auditor 
independence while also removing outdated and unnecessary barriers to plans accessing highly qualified auditors and audit firms.”

– The 1975 guidance paralleled the Securities and Exchange Commission’s independence requirements for auditing publicly traded companies, which mandated that the 
auditor cannot function in the role of management, cannot audit his own work, cannot serve in roles or have relationships that create mutual or conflicting financial 
interests and cannot be in a position of being an advocate for the audit client.

New guidance

Per the new guidance, an accountant or firm is not disqualified from accepting a new audit engagement if a related party holds publicly traded securities of a plan sponsor 
during the period covered by the financial statements provided that the accountant, accounting firm, partners, shareholder employees and professional employees of the 
accounting firm and their immediate family have disposed of any holdings of such securities prior to the period of professional engagement.

– The “period of professional engagement” is “the period beginning when an accountant either signs an initial engagement letter or other agreement to perform the audit or begins to 
perform any audit, review or attest procedures (including planning the audit of the plan’s financial statements), whichever is earlier, and ending with the formal notification, either by 
the member or client, of the termination of the professional relationship or the issuance of the audit report for which the accountant was engaged, whichever is later.”

The guidance also provides a new definition of “office” for the purpose of determining who is a “member” of a given accounting firm and when an individual is “located in 
an office” of the firm participating in an audit.

– The focus is now on reporting channels rather than physical location.
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Cyber crimes are on the rise; are you prepared?

Background
– Retirement plans contain a lot of data about participants and their beneficiaries, including age, marital status, and 

personal assets.

– Such valuable information has drawn the attention of criminals, which is why cyber-attacks on retirement plans are on 
the rise.

– The increase in crime has drawn the attention of regulators, such as the Department of Labor, as well as the 
Government Accountability Office (GAO). 

– Participant losses have also seen a rise in litigation, with plaintiffs arguing that participant data is a plan asset and that 
ERISA’s duties of loyalty and prudence impose a duty to protect participants’ privacy.

– To date, plaintiffs have not had tremendous success bringing data breach suits against retirement plans, but they will 
continue doing so and could be successful when the right fact pattern emerges.

– Regardless, plan sponsors and fiduciaries can learn best practices from the cases brought to reduce the chance of 
cyber breaches.

Source: Schroders.
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Breaches & litigation

Sources:
1. See, https://apps.web.maine.gov/online/aeviewer/ME/40/2180a716-d4a8-4d72-bd79-040c00b2517c.shtml.
2. See, Disberry v. Emp. Rels. Comm. of the Colgate-Palmolive Co., S.D.N.Y., No. 22-cv-05778 (7/7/22).

Cetera Financial Group determined that two Maine clients’ personal information was exposed through the hack of its printing vendor.1

– In response, Cetera reviewed its policies and procedures regarding third-party vendors, data transfers, and worked with the printing vendor to 
evaluate additional measures and safeguards.

– It also offered clients guidance on how to better protect against identity theft and fraud, including how to place a fraud alert and security freeze on 
credit files.

Colgate-Palmolive and its recordkeeper, Alight, were sued by an ex-participant whose 401(k) account was hacked and had $750,000 stolen in a lump sum 
distribution.2

– Plaintiff alleged that defendants breached their fiduciary duty in not preventing the theft.
– Plaintiff claimed that defendants did not have “reasonable procedures” in place to prevent the fraud.

What happened?
– A thief contacted the help center, identified herself as the plaintiff, and requested to update her contact information.
– Alight issued a temporary personal identification number (PIN) by mail, which the thief intercepted. 
– The thief used the temporary PIN to create a permanent one, requested that the phone number and address on the account be changed, reset the 

online user ID and password, and requested the distribution. 
Investigation

– An investigation found that the thief made at least seven prior calls to the help center and at least 11 unsuccessful website log-in attempts. 
– Plaintiff argued that such attempts in a short period of time should have been red flags of attempted fraud.
– Plaintiff also asserted that defendants failed to follow stated procedures, “including but not limited to failing to wait for 14 days after [plaintiff’s] 

address was changed before processing and distributing plan assets.”
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Breaches & litigation (cont’d)

Sources:
1. See, Berkelhammer et al. v. ADP TotalSource Group Inc. et al., N.J., No. 2:20-cv-05696 (8/23/22).

ADP received a split decision when a judge allowed excessive fee claims to proceed but limited claims regarding the use of participant data.1

Allegations
Plaintiffs claimed that plan fiduciaries breached their duties by disclosing participant data to Voya, which used it to “sell non-plan, retail, and expensive 
investment products to plan participants” and that such “transfer … constituted a party-in-interest transaction prohibited under § 1106(a)(1)(D).”

Findings
– The judge noted that the defendants did “offer a single case supporting their fiduciary breach claim” and that the court could not find "a single case in 

which a court has held that releasing confidential information or allowing someone to use confidential information constitutes a breach of fiduciary 
duty under ERISA.”

– The judge even opined that it could be prudent to provide “each participant's contact information, their choice of investments, their employment 
status, their age and their proximity to retirement [to Voya] … since the recordkeeper need[s] that information in order to serve as recordkeeper."

– The judge did not find compelling the plaintiffs’ argument that “Defendants should have limited Voya's use of plan participant data solely for purposes 
of its recordkeeping functions,” since they articulated no “harm to the plan,” but dismissed without prejudice, explaining that the court “cannot rule out 
the possibility that plaintiffs might plausibly allege that a reasonable fiduciary in defendants' situation would have conditioned use of plan participant 
data only for recordkeeping purposes.”

– The judge also dismissed without prejudice plaintiffs’ claim that sharing the data constituted a prohibited transaction, which required them to 
“plausibly allege that plan participant data are assets of the plan,” but again the plaintiffs did not cite and the court could not find a “single case that 
has held plan participant data are plan assets under ERISA. And at least three courts have squarely rejected such a proposition.”
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Breaches & litigation (cont’d)

Sources:
1. See, Bartnett v. Abbott Laboratories et al., N.D. IL, Case 1:20-cv-02127 (2/8/21).

Abbott Laboratories and Alight Solutions were sued for the theft of the plaintiff’s 401(k) balance.1

Allegations
– Defendants “failed to enforce a security question routine set up for security purposes on the defendants’ website … [and] instead simply provided a one-

time code over the phone that was used to loot [plaintiff’s] account.”

– Defendants mailed notices to plaintiff despite knowing that plaintiff preferred “email concerning changes to her account … [which allowed] the theft to be 
consummated and $245,000 to be transferred out of the country … before [she] could take any steps to halt the fraud.”

Findings
– The judge found that Abbott was not liable for the theft as a fiduciary, but left the door open for the plaintiff to allege that Abbot breached its fiduciary 

duty of prudence and monitoring by hiring Alight despite knowing that Alight: 

– “[fumbled] cybersecurity and data privacy” responsibilities

– “lack[ed] experience with retirement plans”

– “fail[ed] to provide quality plan administration services”

– “[had] inadequate policies and practices”

– was subject to “recent litigation and/or enforcement actions.”

While the judge did not find, based on the facts of the case, that Alight’s hiring was unreasonable, 
the claims provide guidance for hiring service providers
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GAO report & recommendations

Sources:
1. See, GAO, Defined Contribution Plans: Federal Guidance Could Help Mitigate Cybersecurity Risks in 401(k) and Other Retirement Plans (February 2021).

A GAO report found that cyberattacks are the fastest growing crime in the U.S., highlighted the importance of cybersecurity, and called on the DOL to set 
minimum standards for mitigating cybersecurity risks and to formally state whether it is a fiduciary’s responsibility to mitigate those risks.1

Findings

– 106 million people participate in employer-sponsored DC plans, with assets exceeding $6.3 trillion

– Cybercrime puts plan assets at risk

– A vast amount of personal data is shared between employers and plan service providers, which “can lead to significant cybersecurity risks”

– The connectivity of information systems, the internet and other electronic infrastructure increases the potential impact of cyber threats

– There is no federal guidance on mitigating risks and that the “Department of Labor hasn't clarified whether plan administrators are responsible for 
mitigating cybersecurity risks and hasn’t set minimum expectations for protecting personal information” 

– “Without DOL formally stating whether mitigating cybersecurity risks is a plan fiduciary’s responsibility, retirement plan administrators may find it difficult 
to understand what is expected of them with respect to mitigating cybersecurity risks.” 

Recommendations
1) The Secretary of Labor should formally state whether cybersecurity for private sector employer-sponsored defined contribution retirement plans is a 

plan fiduciary’s responsibility under ERISA.

2) The Secretary of Labor should issue guidance that identifies minimum expectations for mitigating cybersecurity risks that outline the specific 
requirements that should be taken by all entities involved in administering private sector employer-sponsored defined contribution retirement plans.
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EBSA action

Sources:
1. See, GAO, Defined Contribution Plans: Federal Guidance Could Help Mitigate Cybersecurity Risks in 401(k) and Other Retirement Plans (February 2021).

While the Secretary of Labor has not formally opined on whether cybersecurity is a fiduciary responsibility, the Employee Benefit Security 
Administration recently posted three pieces of guidance to assist plans and participants in being cyber compliant:

– Cybersecurity program best practices: provides best practices for plan fiduciaries and recordkeepers to manage cybersecurity risks, including 
having a formal, well-documented cybersecurity program; conducting annual risk assessments; clearly defining roles and responsibilities; and 
conducting periodic cybersecurity awareness training.

– Tips for hiring a service provider with strong security practices: provides tips for hiring and monitoring cybersecurity providers, including 
inquiring into their protocols, practices and policies, as well as evaluating past performance.

– Online security tips: provides basic rules to plan participants and beneficiaries who check their retirement accounts online to reduce the risk 
of fraud and loss, such as being wary of public WiFi and using strong, unique passwords.

https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/ebsa/key-topics/retirement-benefits/cybersecurity/best-practices.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/ebsa/key-topics/retirement-benefits/cybersecurity/tips-for-hiring-a-service-provider-with-strong-security-practices.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/ebsa/key-topics/retirement-benefits/cybersecurity/online-security-tips.pdf
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Best practices

Plan fiduciaries and recordkeepers

– At a minimum, implement the cybersecurity best practices suggested by the EBSA.

– The DOL will be asking plan administrators about cybersecurity practices in future pension audits.

– Recordkeepers should ensure that they have adequate cybersecurity staff to implement best practices and respond to audit requests.

– Fiduciaries, plan advisors and consultants should have a formal written process for evaluating recordkeepers’ cybersecurity practices to 
protect plan fiduciaries from the growing number of cyber-related participant lawsuits.

Participants

Plan administrators, advisors and consultants should also educate plan participants on cyber best practices, including:

– Using two-factor account authentication

– Using digital wallets for online payments, particularly if linked to investment accounts

– Securing devices using strong passwords that are frequently changed, instituting a screen lock, encrypting stored data, avoiding public Wi-
Fi, and installing anti-malware.

– Following a “zero trust” policy of not opening any emails or texts, or responding to call requests, without first authenticating the sender

– Reporting suspicious activity to their employer or recordkeeper

– Using available alerts for bank, credit card and investment accounts

– Keeping all account information up to date, such as current address and phone number
Source: Schroders.
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Introduction

Alternative assets are gaining ground in 401(k) plans

Sources:
1. See, DCIIA, Alternative Investments in Defined Contribution Plans (February 2022).
2. See, DCIIA, Alternative Investments in Defined Contribution Plans (February 2022); Research Paper, Why Defined Contribution Plans Need Private Investments, DCALTA/IPC (October 2019).
3. See, Wilshire Funds Management, Income-Oriented Retirement Portfolios: Challenges and Solutions (October 2016).

Alternative assets are investments other than traditional stocks, bonds or cash. The use of alternative asset classes, such as real estate 
investment trusts (REITs), private equity, and securitized investments have been gaining traction in retirement plans.1

Types of alternative investments
There are many types of alternative investments, from private equity to cryptocurrencies to commodities, but a few of the most popular are:

– Private equity (PE) – invests in or acquires private companies that are not listed on public stock exchanges or buys out public companies.

– Real estate – real estate investments take many forms, such as direct investments into rental investment properties like office or 
apartment buildings, or indirect investments through REITs or mutual funds. Publicly traded REITs are listed on exchanges just like stocks 
and ETFs

– Securitized instruments – securitization happens when you pool financial assets and turn them into tradable securities, such as pooling 
loans or mortgages.

Types of alternative investments
Alternative assets have low correlations to traditional stocks and bonds, which means that they can diversify portfolios, reduce overall portfolio 
risk and volatility, and potentially increase returns or create stable income yields.2

For example, research has shown that adding high income-generating assets, such as REITs, to model retirement portfolios enhances income 
returns while maintaining nearly the same total return and risk profiles as retirement portfolios with more traditional investment allocations.3
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How to invest in alternatives

Alternative assets are gaining ground in 401(k) plans

Sources:
1. See, EBSA, Information Letter 06-03-2020, DOL (June 3, 2020).

– Directly into alternative assts

– Requires plans to have a brokerage window that permits alternative investments

– Can be expensive

– Heavy burden on plan participants to execute and monitor investments

– Through “liquid alts" included by plan fiduciaries in lineups, such as:

– Fund-of-fund mutual funds

– Exchange-traded funds (ETFs)

– Real estate investment trusts (REITs)

– Collective investment trusts (CITs)

Fiduciary concerns
In the past, fiduciaries worried that including alternative investments, particularly private equity, in DC plans could violate fiduciary duties. 

The Department of Labor alleviated those concerns when it confirmed that ERISA does not prohibit making private equity available in a DC plan, 
provided that it can be considered as part of a managed asset allocation, such as a target-date, target-risk or balanced fund, as opposed to a 
standalone investment option.1
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Challenges to alternative investing in DC Plans

Alternative assets are gaining ground in 401(k) plans

While there are challenges to investing in alternative asset classes in DC plans, many of those concerns are easily mitigated:

– Expense – Alternatives are typically more expensive than traditional asset classes and may incur additional plan expenses 
related to custodial services. That does not mean that alts should not be included as the potential for higher returns can offset 
those additional costs. 

– Liquidity – Except in the case of certain listed REITS, alternatives are typically not exchange-traded securities, and therefore 
generally not priced daily via public markets. That can create liquidity issues, which mean that it can be difficult to move in/out of 
alternatives. Both of these issues can be mitigated by investing in alternatives through fund vehicles, such as TDFs or multi-asset 
funds that manage liquidity through portfolio allocation and periodic rebalancing.

– Benchmarking – Benchmarking alternative investments can be difficult because of their low correlation to other assets, so 
chosen benchmarks should be carefully selected, evaluated and monitored for appropriateness.

– Participant education – Many DC participants are not familiar with alternative strategies, so additional education explaining the 
potential benefits may be required to support such investment inclusion.

Conclusion
Alternative assets continue to grow in popularity and can diversify portfolios and potentially produce higher returns than traditional 
stock and bond investments. When properly implemented, they can be sound investment strategies for DC plans.

Source: Schroders.
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